Jacob and Becca Hash
Life in Poland.

What's happening?!? We're elliptical-ing into SUMMER!!
HIGHLIGHTS: Youth Group, Camp Prep, Doctor's Visits, & Finishing up the Year!

LOOKING BACK:

YOUTH GROUP & CAMP PREP: This spring has been full of small group meetings, big group hangouts, and lots of planning meetings for camp! AND we're starting camp in FIVE DAYS!! It has not been easy navigating the uncertainty of covid regulations, for example, the borders only opened up last weekend, allowing American short term teams to enter PL. That uncertainty has left a lot of us feeling discouraged and a little disconnected from the planning process. However, I can see that shifting in a positive direction these past few days and we're hoping and praying that once our prep days this weekend start- people will be ready to jump in with 100%.
Top Left: Our Camp Planning Team. Top Right: Igor with aaaaall the pizza! Bottom: Our "End of the Year" party at the działka!

**DOCTOR’S APPOINTMENTS:** One of the other less fun aspects of this spring has been me getting mono. Thankfully, I was able to take some time off and just rest and am feeling way better! :) Our other medical drama has been the hedgehog. She had some kind of infection but also, apparently she's VERY overweight (the vet's words) which has caused some heart/ blood flow issues.... After many trips to the vet, and soooo many antibiotics she's well on her way to recovery!

**FINISHING THE YEAR:** Other than just finishing youth group for the year, we
also finished the "task force" projects we were working on! My group worked on prepping our staff to help with camps this summer and Jacob’s team has been doing an incredible job creating a website full of articles, podcasts, and resources for youth leaders!!

If you want to check it out!

---

LOOKING AHEAD: Camp, Visitors, and Vacation!

CAMP: Thursday afternoon we have two girls from our old youth group in Indy coming to help us with camp, Saturday and Sunday will be all-day prep days at church and Monday morning campers arrive!! Pray for us as all the final pieces are getting figured out! (and as campers are still signing up!)
VISITORS & VACATION: After camp, and after our first two guests head back to America, we're going to be doing some traveling with some friends and actually their daughter will fly back to Poland with us to do a week of "Hash-Camp!" (Hash-Camp is essentially a week of crafts, visiting castles, eating ice cream, and going to the zoo!) I'm very excited and she's pretty much the coolest 10-year-old I know so it's gonna be awesome! THEN, we have two more girls from Indy coming the first week of August to help with a different camp we're doing!

Also, be on the lookout for a postcard that should be coming to a mailbox near you!!

I think that's all for now folks! We love you all and are always so thankful for your prayers, support, and willingness to step into this ministry with us!

Much love,
Becca, Jacob and Butternut

PRAYER:

- Safe travels for everyone flying over.
- All logistics and planning to come together.
- Campers to come ready to build relationships and hear the Gospel.
- That our team would invest, lead, and disciple well.
- That God would be honored and glorified through it all!

Pray for Poland
P.S. This was from a pottery workshop I lead for the women on our team a few weeks ago and I’ll also be leading a workshop during camp!!
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